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IN THIS MONTH

THE OD CONNOISSEUR’S ORATE 
Debanjan Saha, Territory Manager 
Lubricants, Bharat Petroleum 
Corporation Ltd., Pune, elaborates on 
‘How to Orchestrate Teams to Ensure 
Sustained Delivery of High Performance’

THE OD ENTHUSIAST’S ORATE 
Professor Suhas Rajput, Training and 
Placement O�cer, KLS Institute of 
Management Education and 
Research, Belgaum, writes on ‘Need 
of the Hour - High Performing Teams’

FOUNDER’S ARTICLE  
Niket Karajagi, Founder Director, 
Atyaasaa Consulting Private 
Limited, discusses ‘Art of Creating 
and Sustaining High Performance 
Teams’

THE EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Organizations are battling to sustain high performance in the today’s challenging times. Everything today 
hovers around results, which can only be achieved by teams primarily focussing on performance. 
Organizational leaders are striving hard to transform their teams and motivate them to be result oriented. 
It is the leader’s responsibility to ensure that employees blend their professional pro�ciency, personal 
integrity and commit to an environment of trust in order to build a high performing team.

Thus, high performing teams are those that never lose sight of their goals, communicate e�ectively, cling 
together during crisis and bring organizations out of catastrophic situations by performing and achieving 
outstanding results.

The theme of the next issue of Knowledge Beans will be ‘Relationship between job satisfaction and 
employee commitment’.  If you share a passion for the topic and have a �air for writing, do send to us your 
300 word article with your brief pro�le along with your photograph in jpeg format to  
atyaasaaeditor@atyaasaa.com

THE OD CONNOISSEUR’S ORATE

HOW TO ORCHESTRATE TEAMS TO 
ENSURE SUSTAINED DELIVERY OF 
HIGH PERFORMANCE Debanjan Saha has 

completed his 
education from 
ICFAI University. He 
is a marketing professional with 
experience of 26 years in leading 
marketing, sales and operations teams 
in the oil and gas industry. Currently he is 
employed with Bharat Petroleum 
Corporation Ltd. as Territory Manager 
Lubricants, Pune and leads a large team 
in marketing lubricants in the most 
developed and highly competitive 
market of western Maharashtra in India.

Debanjan Saha
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Teams need to surge ahead fully magnetized towards achieving 
shared objectives with utmost clarity of their core purpose, vision, 
mission, boundaries, resources and constraints. But some teams 
falter when hairline fractures in thought processes of team members 
gradually magnify to generate glaring distractive, divergent and 
contrarian forces. The present day team leader needs to inspire and 
channelize every team member’s individual specialized knowledge, 
skills, experience, attitude, engagement and thought processes 
towards complying with the organization’s expected team 
behaviours. 

SEASON’S GREETINGS



HOW TO ORCHESTRATE TEAMS TO ENSURE SUSTAINED DELIVERY OF HIGH PERFORMANCE  - Debanjan Saha 

The team leader needs to catch early warning signs of ‘fractures’, like:
The intellectual rebel - “I have a better idea on how to do this...”
The know-all  - “This won’t work here because...”
The disengaged  - “Big problem. Not working. Show me how to...”
The disillusioned hard worker  - “Why should I only have to do ...”
The let-down -  “Ok, you all go ahead...”
The mis�t  - “Why does it have to be done like this...”
The loner  - “Don’t tell me what to do; I’ll do my part...”

The endless discussions of team members covering broad spectrum criticism of all organizational 
aspects drains the collective energy of the team and destroys its ability to function cohesively in 
alignment with the organization’s intended goals.
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Suhas Rajput has a rich experience of over ten years with 
organizations like A.C.Nielsen, ORG MARG, CMIE, Bajaj Allianz 
and ICICI Lombard GIC. He is assocaited with traning domain for 
the past four years with educational institues and is currently 
employeed with KLS Institute of Management Education and Research, Belgaum as 
Training and Placement O�cer.

THE OD ENTHUSIAST’S ORATE

NEED OF THE HOUR - HIGH PERFORMING TEAMS
Suhas Rajput 

As said by the legendry Andrew Carnegie, ‘teamwork is the fuel that allows common 
people to attain uncommon results’ - looks more apt in today’s turbulent and demanding 
times. Teams have been the backbone for great success stories in the past and shall 
continue to be, but it’s essential now that the teams intertwine their magic in attaining 
that extra mile demanded by the organization. 

Just like a game of sport, an important leadership competency for any size of 
organization, the ability to build and lead high performing teams is critical. With the globe 
turning into a single nutshell, organizations prefer dispersing business functions across 
various geographical locations for obtaining cost and quality bene�ts, to which high 
performing teams constitute a signi�cant contributing factor.  

The concept of virtual teams becomes more essential as seen in the study conducted by 
Forrester Research of fortune 500 teams that an estimated 56 % of employees will be 
working on one or more virtual teams by 2015. It is not unusual to hear about software 
development teams with members located in the United States, India, China and Europe 
but more people are working out of their homes than ever before and virtual teams are 
rapidly becoming the norm. 

Getting the best out of the team and bringing it into a high performing mode, banks on 
three R’s i.e. Results, Route and Relationship. These three factors contribute to the success 
of the team and also ensure that the team is knitted strong enough to deliver the best at 
even the worst of times. 

Teams are often an individual’s �rst and foremost connection to an organization – they 
shape the organization and in turn the organization shapes them through its teams. High 
performing teams are undoubtedly the need of the business hour and shall be counted 
upon over and above other ingredients in the recipe of business success. 

The team leader should emphasize on near water tight phases to move the team through:

Target setting phase – freeze scope, objectives, metrics, timelines, milestones, resources 
and constraints.
Planning phase – brainstorm, discuss, explain at length, work down to the minutest 
details.
Execution phase – continual monitoring to achieve nil deviation from expectation with 
almost no space for further discussions on objectives and processes.

These will ensure that the team remains cohesive, focussed on the objective and executes 
with clarity the processes delivering high performance on a sustained basis.



Niket Karajagi is the Founder Director of Atyaasaa Consulting Private 
Limited, Pune, which contributes to top corporate brands globally. He is 
an established international management consultant and an 
innovative human resource trainer with niche areas of expertise and 
contributions. Niket is an authority on creativity and innovation, emotional intelligence 
and statistical methodologies apart from his operations background in understanding of 
management processes.
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FOUNDER’S ARTICLE 

ART OF CREATING AND 
SUSTAINING HIGH 
PERFORMANCE TEAMS

Niket Karajagi 

BEAN STATEMENT
Business excellence is always an outcome of a calibrated 
people strategy

The views expressed in each of the article are solely those of the author.

First and foremost leadership in an organization must carry a mind-set of creating high 
performance teams and not focus on only dynamics of teams. In my consulting 
experience I have mostly come across organizations that only trouble shoot team 
dynamics or develop skills and competencies for e�ective performance. Creation and 
sustenance of high performance teams requires a very diverse style of management. 

It is my endeavour in this article to present my thoughts based on real time experience of 
such projects. It also includes experience of instituting my own organization over the last 
fourteen years and as a corporate entity for over a decade which I was happy to give up in 
my quest for entrepreneurship. 

Mostly leaders do not get the opportunity to craft high performance teams. Teams are 
mostly inherited with their legacy dynamics. However one must realize creation, 
sustenance and destruction is the key to any success. Creation is easy at a concept stage 
but with formation, the cycle of cause and e�ect starts immediately. A team performance 
is always an outcome of collective causes and e�ects. 

My endeavour always has been on the study of collective cause. Organizations dither 
destruction of what exists and try to tweak around for sustenance. This is a �awed 
practice. It is imperative to keep the process of catharsis on. 

The following should be implemented on priority for establishment of a high 
performance culture:

1. Members with chronic pitiable attitudes must be made to relinquish their   
 responsibilities; they are a drag on the system and ensure initiatives fail. 
 Poor attitude re�ects in terms of persistently disengaged employees.
2. Employees who are too skilled and thus become larger than life must be rotated.
3. CTC that go beyond the returns on value from the job must be either rotated 
 or outplaced.
4. Hire people based on their impetus for work. They must have the motivation to 
 be a success. A mere talk of success does not help. 
5. Cultivate a culture of continuous coaching; make managers coaches; make them
 accountable for creating successors.
6. Make the organization operate at top speed; swiftness ensures people are forced 
 to work in unison with vision.
7. Invest in result oriented relationships by forming small project teams.
8. A leader’s job must be to clear impediments; politics is a major road block.
9. Do a check on emotional health of the team at regular intervals; people like to 
 work in an environment of fairness and friendliness. Personal touch is a must.
10. Reward only top performers; have separate reward structure for other categories. 
 Don’t forget to celebrate success.

People must understand the high performance culture and own it. Management must 
ensure that organization culture is de�ned as a tangible model. The best way is to 
develop a “people excellence behaviour framework” and coach teams around it. It is a 
powerful tool however I do not see many organizations practice it e�ectively. All pivotal 
positions must be occupied only by those who model these behaviours. It’s time we 
migrate from mere competencies to behaviours of excellence.

Lastly ensure the precise mix of age and tenure-ship; this is customized and unique to 
each team. Diversity makes workplace interesting. Please do realize an employee gets 
productive only after a year at work and in two year’s masters the job. This creates a risk 
of boredom so please do not hesitate to rotate. Variety brings in innovation which is the 
cornerstone for high performance. Rules for creation of high performance teams remains 
the same except that one does not have to start with the painful process of purgation. 

This inventive experience of building “high performance team” is indeed enriching and 
rewarding. Once you move to a position of managing teams, metamorphose your 
identity from being a “manager” to a “creator of high performance teams”. It is a path less 
travelled but exhilarating indeed. It is a journey that I adore the most in my life and 
sincerely hope it becomes a part of yours too.


